
August 3, 2020 

Dark Will Meet Dark 
 

On Saturday morning, my plan was to leave the island a pick up a few extra supplies at the 

supermarket. Yet I felt I did not have the energy to even get dressed. I laid down on the bed and 

pulled the covers over me. My head was abuzz with things I needed to do and with incidents 

from my two weeks in Haiti that troubled me. In five years in Haiti, I never had such a strong 

urge to leave the troubles of Haiti and Santa Chiara and just rest. I wasn’t even in bed for five 

minutes when I got up to take a hot shower. The scabies are becoming torture. I scratched my 

lower right leg so badly on the drive from the airport it began to bleed.  In the end, I did not leave 

the island; I just could not deal with the crush of people stocking up for the approaching storm. 

Instead, I took a short walk to the beach to see how rough the surf was. I was walking painfully 

slow; I felt like a 95-year-old man. Most of the people I passed were not wearing a mask; I was.  
 

 
 

I took this photo just after 9:00am. Within minutes, the dark cloud formation was overhead, 

accompanied by stiff winds…just a tiny foretaste of what would be coming in about 24 hours. 

Later I went a small market on the island just for water and more candles. I thought the storm 

might cut the power and I’d be forced to sit in the darkness and contemplate my inner confusion 

and paradoxes. Dark will meet dark. How poetic. I am where I need to be. The hurricane just 

adds to the dynamics of the ten days of solitude. Perhaps God will speak in the wind. 



 
 

Saturday around noon I sat in my car and watched this section of a beach in an inlet. It was the 

calm before the storm. I named it Trinity Beach. 
 

 



All day on Saturday, I felt too tired to do anything. Everything I tried to do was an effort. I took 

two or three naps during the day. I hardly ate. I woke up Sunday morning at 3:30am. I was happy 

that the feeling of complete exhaustion had seemed to pass. I was able to do a little work. 
 

Overnight, the impending storm began to significantly weaken and was on track to stay a bit 

further off the coast. It remained a Tropical Storm with winds of 70mph. By 5:00am, it was 

predicted that Isaias was expected to either remain a high-grade Tropical Storm or intensity to a 

low-grade Category 1 Hurricane, sliding up our east coast throughout the day. Still dangerous, 

but far less so than a hurricane. Also, the storm had picked up speed, so it will pass us more 

quickly, with less rain and more wind. I went outside at 5:45am and it was already very windy, 

about 20mph. At 7:00am, I walked to the beach to experience the wind before it became too 

intense to do so. The storm surge had covered half the beach with water. The waves were stronger 

than I had ever seen before. The wind made walking toward the shoreline difficult. 
 

 
 

It was an exhilarating experience. I could feel the majestic power of nature. As you will see on the 

next page, the smaller birds seemed to be really struggling against the strong gusts of wind. 
 

 

As I stood on beach, the wind slapping my face, I realized that on Saturday I felt the genuine 

fatigue I had not permitted myself to feel over the last five years. It was a true epiphany. I need 

to better recognize my vulnerability. 



 
 

By 6:00pm, the storm had moved beyond Ft. Pierce. Fortunately, we did not lose power. Happily, 

I was able to get through all the administrative work I needed to do, which means the balance of 

the week will be free for relaxing, resting, and reading. I have a teleconference board meeting on 

Wednesday. I hope to get an appointment with the dermatologist. Fr. Dumarsais called me 

yesterday. He told me that “life in Haiti is a killer.” He stressed the importance of my taking time 

to heal myself. 

 

A Surprising Response 
 

Last Thursday night, I sent all the Journal readers an email saying how badly I needed a break. 

Writing in poetic form, I poured out from my heart my need for rest. Generally, the response to 

the daily Journals triggers only a response from just two or three people, unusually because 

something touched them in a specific way. Once in a while, a Journal strikes a chord in many 

people and I might get as many as a dozen responses. The “Special Need and Request” message 

drew a response from 27 readers. I was deeply appreciative of how concerned people were, and 

the advice they offered. I need to take better care of myself. In a long phone call to my brother-in-

law on Saturday, I said I hesitated from saying, “I need…”, as I felt I needed to put the needs of 

others before my own needs. I still feel that way. Yet, I recognize that I must take better care of 

my inner life, as well as giving my body and mind the rest it needs without feeling guilty. 

 

 


